Background {#Sec1}
==========

Efficient and accurate similarity analysis for a large number of sequences is a challenging problem in computational biology \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. Alignment-based and alignment-free sequence similarity analysis are the two primary approaches to this problem. However, the huge computational time requirement of the traditional alignment-based methods is a major bottleneck \[[@CR3]\]. Alignment-free methods have continued to grow in popularity, given their high time efficiency and competitive performance with respect to accuracy \[[@CR3]--[@CR5]\].

Over the years, alignment-free methods have been used on various sequence analysis problems in biology and medicine, including DNA sequences \[[@CR6]--[@CR8]\], RNA sequences \[[@CR9]\], protein sequences \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\], as well as in detection of single nucleotide variants in genomes \[[@CR12]\], cancer mutations \[[@CR13]\], analysis of genetic gene transfer \[[@CR14], [@CR15]\], and even in clinical practice \[[@CR16]\]. Although initially developed for problems in computational biology \[[@CR17]--[@CR22]\], alignment-free methods have found significant applications in many other application areas, e.g., computer science \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\], graphics \[[@CR23]\], and forensic science \[[@CR24]\].

Alignment-free approaches are broadly divided into two groups \[[@CR3]\]: word-based methods and information theory based methods. Word-based methods commonly divide sequences into words(also called *k*-mers, *k*-tuples, or *k*-strings) in order to compare their similarity (/dissimilarity) \[[@CR25]\]. Information theory based methods usually evaluate the informational content of full sequences \[[@CR26]--[@CR29]\]. According to Bonhamcarter et al. \[[@CR25]\],the word-based methods can be further divided into five categories, namely, base-base correlations (BBC), feature frequency profiles (FFPs), compositional vectors(CVs), string composition methods, and the *D*~2~-statistic family.

Our proposed SSAW method is more closely related to the feature frequency profiles under the word-based methods \[[@CR25]\]. Bonhamcarter et al. \[[@CR25]\] surveyed 14 different alignment-free word-based methods \[[@CR27], [@CR29]--[@CR37]\]. Many new approaches continue to emerge \[[@CR3], [@CR38]--[@CR41]\]. Among them, the Wavelet-based Feature Vector(WFV) model by Bao et al. \[[@CR41]\] transformed DNA sequences into a numeric feature vector for further classification. Our work is inspired by this transformation.

The Fourier transform has been attempted to convert DNA sequences to different feature vectors and was reported to be efficient \[[@CR42]--[@CR45]\]. Although the Fourier transformation is able to clearly characterize a sequence in the frequency domain, it is not sensitive to the time domain. The wavelet transformation has been used to overcome this shortcoming \[[@CR46], [@CR47]\]. Haimovich et al. \[[@CR48]\] studied DNA sequences of different functions, and found that the wavelet transform of the DNA walk constructed from the varied genome sequences (from short to long nucleotide sequences) provides an effective representation for sequence analysis. Nanni et al. \[[@CR49]\] used wavelet trees to combine different features to improve classification performance.

The discrete and stationary wavelet transforms are popular approaches in signal analysis using wavelets \[[@CR50]\]. Bao et al. \[[@CR41]\] proposed Wavelet-based Feature Vector (WFV) model where DNA sequences were discretely transformed into digital sequences according to the rules of *A*=0, *C*=1, *G*=2, and *T*=3. The local frequency entropy of the sequence based on the location distribution and word frequency of the base is calculated. A feature vector with fixed length representing a DNA sequence is extracted by using the Discrete Wavelet Transformation (DWT). The stationary wavelet transformation is reported to be lossless \[[@CR51]\] and provides a better performance in image transformation than the discrete counterpart \[[@CR52], [@CR53]\]. The major reason is that the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) has a downsampling step which discards information in the process. Because the stationary discrete wavelet transform does not have a downsampling step, the length of the approximation coefficients are the same as the input signal after decomposition. Hence, the stationary wavelet transformation is used in this study.

Thus, the proposed SSAW (Sequence Similarily Analysis using the Stationary Discrete Wavelet Transform) model is based on the stationary wavelet transformation. The *k*-mers of different lengths are extracted from the sequences and transformed into a feature vector with complex numbers by mapping to an unit circle. This process reduces the dimensionality of the data and also improves the computation speed. The experimental results show the effectiveness of the SSAW approach, demonstrating improved accuracy and faster running time, when compared with WFV, and other recent approaches. Below, we provide a brief description on the stationary discrete wavelet transform.

Stationary discrete wavelet transform {#Sec2}
-------------------------------------

Given a function *x*(*t*), its continuous wavelet transformation, *CWT*(*x*) is obtained by applying a mother wavelet function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\psi ^{*}\big (\frac {t-b}{a}\big)$\end{document}$, as shown in Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where, *CWT*~*x*~(*a*,*b*) is the wavelet transform for the signal x(t), *a* is the scale parameter, *b* is the translation distance, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\psi ^{*} \big (\frac {t-b}{a}\big) $\end{document}$ is the mother wavelet function.

A common practive is to discretize the scale and translation parameters by the power series. Variables *a* and *b* can be respectively discretized as follows: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In general, *a*~0~=2, and *b*~0~=1. Then the mother wavelet can be expressed as: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Thus, the corresponding discrete wavelet transform is given by: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$ DWT_{x}(j,n)=2^{-\frac{j}{2}}\int^{\infty}_{-\infty}x(t)\psi_{j,n}^{*}\left(\frac{t}{2^{j}}-n\right)dt  $$ \end{document}$$

where, *j* is the scale parameter, and *n* is the translation distance.

The wavelet transform has the ability to characterize the local characteristics of the signal in both the time domain and the frequency domain. It is a time-frequency localized analysis method which can change the time window and frequency domain window with multi-resolution analysis. The wavelet transform obtains the time information of the signal by translating the parent wavelet. The frequency characteristics of the signal are obtained by scaling the width of the parent wavelet.

With the discrete wavelet transform(DWT), each time the signal is decomposed, it is also downsampled. This means that the sampled signal has to be chosen from one of even signal or odd signals (and not both). That is, with one decomposition process, half of the data is lost. Therefore, with increasing DWT decomposition steps, the extracted signals will lose significant time-shifted information in the original sequence. The stationary wavelet transform (SWT) does not apply the downsampling process. Thus, it preserves the information in the original sequence better. The SWT decomposition method yields the approximation coefficients and the detail coefficients. The approximation coefficients preserves most of the information and reflects the transformation characteristics of the signal. The detail coefficients mainly preserves the local and noise characteristics of the signal, and can be discarded. In this work, only the approximation coefficients are used in representing the input sequence.

The proposed SSAW model uses a simple Haar mother wavelet to construct the feature vector. The Haar wavelet has a tightly supported orthogonal wavelet with short support length. The Haar wavelet function *ψ*~*H*~ is defined as follows: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Different mother wavelets have different time-frequency characteristics. In the time-frequency analysis window, the smaller the width of the time domain window, the better the performance of the parent wavelet in time domain analysis. Similarly, the smaller the width of the frequency domain window, the better the performance of the parent wavelet in frequency domain analysis.

Methods {#Sec3}
=======

Detailed steps {#Sec4}
--------------

There are four steps in our proposed SSAW method. First, *k*-mers are extracted from a sequence and their corresponding frequencies are counted and standardized/normalized. Second, each *k*-mer is transformed into a complex by mapping the *k*-mers to an unit circle. Third, the stationary wavelet transformation is performed on the resulting sequence of complex numbers. Finally, clustering and/or classification is applied as needed, depending on the specific application of interest.

### Step 1: *k*-mer extraction and frequency standardization {#Sec5}

Given a genetic sequence *S* of length *M*, *k*-mers are extracted from the sequence by passing a sliding window of length *k* (varied from 2 to *M*−1) over the sequence. There are *M*−*k*+1 total *k*-mers in a sequence with length *M*. And there are at most \|*Σ*\|^*k*^ individual *k*-mers for a sequence with \|*Σ*\| alphabets. For a fixed *k*, a unit circle is divided evenly into \|*Σ*\|^*k*^ parts. A DNA sequence consists of symbols from the alphabetic *Σ*={*A*,*C*,*G*,*T*}, then \|*Σ*\|=4. A protein sequence consists of symbols from a larger alphabet, *Σ* = {*A*, *C*, *D*,*E*,*F*,*G*,*H*,*I*,*K*,*L*,*M*,*N*,*P*,*Q*,*R*,*S*,*T*,*V*,*W*,*Y*}, with \|*Σ*\|=20.

Let *X*~*t*~ denote the frequency of the *t*-th *k*-mer in a sequence and let *S*~*t*~ represent the standardization of *X*~*t*~ by using *z*-score normalization, as shown in Eq. [4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}. $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\overline {X}$\end{document}$ represents the mean frequency of a *k*-mer *X* occuring in all the sequences. The denominator *sd* denotes the standard deviation of the frequencies of the *k*-mer *X* in all the sequences.

Motivated by the work in \[[@CR18], [@CR54]\], we use the following recommended length for *k*, given by: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$ k= \left\lceil \log_{|\Sigma|}\left(\sqrt{|S|}\right)\right\rceil=\left\lceil \frac{\log_{|\Sigma|}(|S|)}{2} \right\rceil  $$ \end{document}$$

where \|*S*\| is the average of a sequence length.

### Step 2: Transform *k*-mers to complex numbers {#Sec6}

For a sequence with symbols from an alphabet *Σ*, there are at most \|*Σ*\|^*k*^ unique *k*-mers. First, sort all *k*-mers alphabetically. Given a unit circle, we evenly distribute all the \|*Σ*\|^*k*^*k*-mers around the circumference of the unit circle, moving counterclockwise. A *k*-mer is transformed into a complex number as follows: The sine of the angle the *k*-mer resides in becomes the real part of a complex number;the cosine of the angle the *k*-mer resides in becomes the imaginary part of a complex number.

The angle of the *t*-th *k*-mer *φ*~*t*~ is given by: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$ \varphi_{t}=\frac{360}{|\Sigma|^{K}}\times t  $$ \end{document}$$

where *t* denotes the position of the *t*-th *k*-mer in *Σ*^*k*^.

Thus, the complex number representation for the *t*-th *k*-mer will be given by : \<*Real*~*t*~,*Imag*~*t*~\>=\<*sin*(*φ*~*t*~),*cos*(*φ*~*t*~)\>, where *Real*~*t*~= sin(*φ*~*t*~) is the real part, and *Imag*~*t*~= cos(*φ*~*t*~) is the imaginary part.

### Step 3: Stationary wavelet transformation {#Sec7}

After a sequence is transformed into a series of complex numbers, the real and imaginary parts of the complex numbers are multiplied by the corresponding standardized frequency (*S*~*t*~) of *k*-mers from the first step. And then, the stationary wavelet transformation is performed. Given an original string *S*, let *CODE*~*S*~ denote the series of complex numbers which are the combination of the real part and the imaginary part based on the sequence of *k*-mers. We apply the Haar transformation on *CODE*~*S*~ as shown in Eq. [7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}. $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$ F(S)=HaarSDWT_{AC}\left(CODE_{S},L\right)   $$ \end{document}$$

where, *F*(*S*) denotes the feature vector representing sequence *S*, and *L* is the decomposition level. The function *HaarSDWT*~*AC*~() denotes the SDWT using the Haar mother wavelet, while retaining the AC coefficients. We use the package SWT2 \[[@CR55]\] in MATLAB for this transformation. A feature vector *F*(*S*) is obtained after the transformation.

### Step 4: Clustering/classification using the feature vectors. {#Sec8}

After the above processing, a text sequence is transformed into a feature vector. These feature vectors can then be used in clustering and classification applications. For proof of concept, we applied a simple clustering technique(namely, the *k*-means clustering algorithm) on the feature vectors. Similarly, for classification, we applied simple classification approaches (namely, *k*-Nearest Neighbor approach, using just *k*=1). In the classification experiment, the 1-Nearest Neighbour (*1-NN*) classification algorithm is applied. Finally, the experimental results are evaluated.

### A simple example {#Sec9}

Here, we discuss a simple example. Given two DNA sequences, *S1:AACAA* and *S2:CCGCC*. Assume that the sliding window length *K* is 2. There are \|*Σ*\|^*K*^= 4^2^=16 unique *k*-mers. The unit circle will be divided into 16 parts in this case.

As shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, all 16 *k*-mers are listed on the first line. The frequency of a *k*-mer (*X*~*t*~) for a sequence is counted respectively. Many *k*-mers have a zero frequency in this simple example. However, in real applications, this is seldom the case, since the sequences are generally much longer. Similarly, the the standard deviation *sd* in the denominator are rarely zero. See Eq. [4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}. For the purpose of this demonstration only, we assume a series of non-zero values for *sd* which are shown on the last row in the table. The similar assumption is applied to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Then, Eq. [4](#Equ4){ref-type=""} is applied to calculate the corresponding standard deviation (*S*~*t*~) of a *k*-mer. For example, for the first *k*-mer *AA* in sequence *S*1, the normalized value is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the second step, the unit circle is divided into 16 equal parts. Since length of *k*-mer is assumed to be 2 here, there are \|*Σ*\|^*K*^= 4^2^=16 possible unique *k*-mers. These 16 *k*-mers are distributed on the unit circle in a counterclockwise manner, as shown in the Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Fig. 1The distribution of 16 *k*-mers (AA, AC, ..., TT) on the unit circle, moving counterclockwise

Each *k*-mer has a corresponding radian measurement. For example, for the first *k*-mer *AA*, the radian is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\frac {360}{|\Sigma |^{K}}\times t=\frac {360}{4^{2}}\times 1$\end{document}$=22.5. We have *Real*~*t*~= sin(22.5)=0.38. The imaginary part of the complex number value is: *Imag*~*t*~= cos(22.5)=0.92. Hence, the corresponding *k*-mer *AA* in sequence *S*1 is represented as a complex number (0.38,0.92). Then, the standardized frequency *S*~*t*~ (0.07) from the first step is multiplized to this complex number (0.38,0.92), resulting in the pair (0.0266,0.0644).

After processing all the *k*-mers, a series of complex numbers starting with (0.0266,0.0644) are input into the third transformation step. After the third step (stationary wavelet transform), a feature vector will be obtained which can then be used for clustering and/or classification.

Distance measurement {#Sec10}
--------------------

The similarity between feature vectors is measured using the Euclidean distance as follows. $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where *Vec* is the length of the feature vector, *F*(*S*~1~) and *F*(*S*~2~) denote feature vectors for sequences *S*~1~ and *S*~2~ respectively.

The measurement of clustering assessment {#Sec11}
----------------------------------------

The F-score is used to evaluate the clustering results. Let *C*~*i*~ represent the number of sequences in the family *i*; let *C*~*ij*~ represent the number of sequences belonging to cluster *j* in family *i*. *lb*(*j*) represents the family tag of cluster *j*, when clustering, the goal is to cluster a sequence in family *j* to be in cluster *lb*(*j*).

The sequences in family *i* are decided to belong to the cluster *j* by using dominating rule, the cluster that contains the largest number of sequences is selected to be *lb*(*j*), shown as in Eq. [9](#Equ9){ref-type=""}: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where *fm* is the number of all possible families.

For a given family *i*, the respective values for precision, recall, and f-score are computed as follows: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$ precision_{i}=\frac{\sum\limits_{lb(j)=i}C_{ij}}{\sum\limits_{lb(j)=i} \overline{ C_{j}}}  $$ \end{document}$$
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                \begin{document}$\overline {C_{j}}$\end{document}$ represents the number of sequences in cluster *j*. $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The *F*-score for all families can be calculated as: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$ F-score=\sum_{i=1}^{fm}\frac{C_{i}}{C}F(i)  $$ \end{document}$$

where *C* is the total number of sequences in the dataset.

The measurement of classification {#Sec12}
---------------------------------

We use the confusion matrix (see Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}) to evaluate the classification performance. The confusion matrix is an *N*×*N* matrix, where *N* is the number of categories in the classification. We use the predicted and original categories to establish the confusion matrix. Table 2Confusion matrixPredicted classPositiveNegativeActualPositiveTrue positives(TP)False negatives(FN)classNegativeFalse positives(FP)True negatives(TN)

Based on the above confusion matrix, the performance indicators are defined as follows. Accuracy = (TP+TN)/(TP+TN+FN+FP)Precision = TP/(TP+FP)Recall = TP/(TP+FN)F-score = 2\*Precision\*Recall/(Precision+Recall)

Results {#Sec13}
=======

A new alignment-free sequence similarity analysis method, SSAW, is proposed. The performance of SSAW is compared against those of two methods, namely, WFV \[[@CR41]\] and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$K_{2}^{*}$\end{document}$, the SSAW method demonstrates competitive performance in clustering and classification, with respect to both effectiveness (accuracy), and efficiency (running time).

Datasets {#Sec14}
--------

Three types of data are used in our experimental evaluation, namely, DNA sequences, protein sequences, and simulated next generation sequences. The DNA datasets are the same as those used in Bao et al.'s original paper \[[@CR41]\]. The longest sequence has 8748 characters and the shortest sequence has 186 characters. The HOG datasets used contained 100, 200, 300 families, with a corresponding family size of 96, 113, and 93 DNA sequences, respectively.

The protein datasets were obtained from \[[@CR41]\] too, which were randomly selected from HOGENOM by ourselves. They are also from HOG100, HOG200, and HOG300. The longest sequence has 2197 characters and the shortest sequence has 35 characters. The HOG protein datasets contained 100, 200, 300 families, with an average family size of 9, 10, 11, respectively. Both protein and DNA datasets were collected by the Institute of Biology and Chemistry of Proteins (IBCP), using PBIL (population-based incremental learning), and are available at: <ftp://pbil.univ-lyon1.fr/pub/hogenom/release_06/>.

The third data set is our simulated DNA next-generation sequences data with a total of 520 sequences of length 47 base pairs each. There are eight classes, each with 65 sequences. The original 8 sequences are randomly selected from a next-generation sequence data set (Illumina platform) for error correction \[[@CR56]\]. During simulation, 8 sequences of length 47 with edit distance of 10 among them are randomly selected. These 8 sequences are regarded as the 8 data centroids. For each centroid, 64 sequences are generated with edit distance ≤ 4 from the centroid. These 8 centroids form our 8 cluster centers.

Experimental design {#Sec15}
-------------------

The experiments were performed on a machine running Windows 7 Operating System (64 bit professional edition) with Intel Core i5-3470 (3.20 GHz) CPU and 8 GB RAM. The experiments were performed on the three types of data described, and their corresponding run times (in seconds) are also recorded. The reported execution times are averages, over several iterations.

Firstly, we check the validity of the proposed SSAW by comparing it against the standard edit distance \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\] and the global alignment identity score \[[@CR5]\]. The edit distance between two strings is defined as the minimum number of edit operations required to transform one string into the other. The edit distance is the basic standard used to compare two strings \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. The Needleman-Wunsch alignment algorithm is the other golden standard in measuring sequence similarity \[[@CR57]\]. They both have a quadratic time complexity with respect to the length of the strings which are computed using dynamic programming \[[@CR58]\]. Thus, we randomly extract 100 sequences from the dataset for this validity check.

For clustering, *k*-means \[[@CR59]\] in RGui is used. Proposed SSAW, WFV by Bao et al. \[[@CR41]\], and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$K_{2}^{*}$\end{document}$ by Lin et al. \[[@CR18]\] are assessed by using F-score, precision, and recall. It is well known that, for *k*-means, the initial center is important. To diminish the influence of initial centers, the cluster center is selected randomly, and the experiment is repeated 200 times. The average value is then reported.

For classification experiment, we used the *1-NN* classification algorithm (*kNN* method with *k*=1). To reduce the random selection effect caused by dividing training sets and testing sets, the classification experiment is repeated 100 times and the average is reported. The stratification sampling is applied to select 80 percent of data for training, and the remaining 20 percent of data is used for testing.

The SSAW method has two parameters that need to be set, namely, the *k* value for *k*-mers, and the decomposition level *L* in the wavelet transformation stage. The value of *k* is determined by using Eq. [5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}, which is motivated by earlier work \[[@CR18], [@CR54]\]. After running all possible decomposition levels, our experiment showed that setting *L*=*k* is the most suitable in our applications. Hence, in SSAW, the recommended parameter values for *k* and *L* can be automatically determined by using Eq. [5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}. For WFV, the vector length is fixed at 32 which is recommended by the original authors \[[@CR41]\].

### Validity of the proposed SSAW {#Sec16}

Two groups of correlation measures are calculated on two datasets, namely, DNA sequences, and protein sequence data. One is the correlation between edit distance and the respective results of the SSAW, WFV and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$K_{2}^{*}$\end{document}$ methods. The other is the correlation between the global alignment identity score and the results of the SSAW, WFV, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$K_{2}^{*}$\end{document}$ methods. The global alignment identity score is calculated by using the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm \[[@CR57]\]. 100 sequences are randomly selected from one cluster of DNA (and one family of protein sequences). Then, the edit distance, the global alignment score, and the results for SSAW, WFV and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$K_{2}^{*}$\end{document}$ are calculated between pairs of sequences. Finally, the Pearson correlation coefficient is calculated between the edit distance and the respective results from the three methods. The same correlation is repeated using the global alignment identity score, rather than the edit distance. The correlation results are shown in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. Table 3Correlations between edit distance (the global alignment identity score) and three methodsDNAProteinSSAWWFV$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Looking at Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, one may wonder why some correlations is negative (positive). The reasons are as follows. The edit distance, SSAW and WFV are calculated by using distance measurements. Thus, the correlation between any two of these are positive. The global alignment identity score and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$K_{2}^{*}$\end{document}$ calculate the similarity between sequences. Thus, the latter two are similar.

With the Pearson correlation coefficient, a value of 0 indicates no correlation; a value of 1 indicates positive correlation, while a value of −1 indicates negative correlation. For a comparison method, a value close to 1 or − 1 indicates its ability in measuring the similarity (/dissimilarity) between sequences. On the contrary, a value close to 0 shows an inability to measure the similarity (/dissimilarity) between the given sequences.

For Pearson correlation, we should consider their absolute values, rather than the direct correlation values. With this in mind, Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} shows that all the three methods are strongly correlated with the edit distance, and also with the global alignment identity score. This indicates that the three methods are all valid in measuring similarity between DNA (protein) sequences.

### DNA data {#Sec17}

Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} shows the experimental results for clustering DNA sequences using the three methods: SSAW, WFV, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$K_{2}^{*}$\end{document}$. The F-score is computed by combining values for precision and recall. Hence, for brevity, in the following, we will focus on F-score comparison. However, values for precision and recall will also be listed for reference purposes. From Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}, we can find that SSAW has the best overall performance on all the three DNA data sets. Table 4Comparison of the clustering results on DNA datasetDNA-DataModelF-scorePrecisionRecallHOG100SSAW0.60990.59530.6648HOG100WFV0.57240.55690.6227HOG100$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} shows the classification results generated from three models on DNA datasets. In the classification, one measurement, accuracy which is known as a comprehensive indicator, is evaluated. Studying Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}, the first impression is that three models have similar values which are very close to each other. Using the accuracy measure, SSAW was slightly better on two datasets, HOG200 and HOG300, while $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$K_{2}^{*}$\end{document}$ was slightly better on HOG100. If we compare the F-score values, WFV was better on two datasets (HOG100 and HOG200), while SSAW was better on HOG300. Practically, we can say that these three models have similar performance, and that SSAW is competitive in this experiment. Table 5Comparison of the classification results on DNA datasetsDNA-DataModelAccuracyF-scorePrecisionRecallHOG100SSAW0.95760.93150.93260.9305HOG100WFV0.95740.94260.94750.9447HOG100$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} shows the corresponding running times for the three analysis methods in clustering and classification on DNA datasets. From Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}, we can observe that for clustering, SSAW is the fastest method among the three. It runs much faster than WFV by as much as 3, 5, and 10 fold increases in speed. For classification of DNA sequences, WFV was the fastest method among these three methods. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$K_{2}^{*}$\end{document}$ was faster than SSAW on two of the three data sets, but slower on one dataset. Table 6Running time for clustering and classification on DNA datasets. The fold improvement from a given method to the proposed SSAW approach is listed inside the parenthesisDNA-DataModelTotalTotalclustering timeclassification timeHOG100SSAW19.800016.8159HOG100WFV55.4619(3)10.4614HOG100$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Combining the performance of these three models, we can note the following: (1) For clustering, the recommended method is SSAW, it not only has the best performance, but also has the fastest running time. (2) For classification, WFV would be the best choice which has the advantage of performance plus running time. However, SSAW demonstrated competitive performance, with respect to both accuracy and running time.

### Protein data {#Sec18}

Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"} shows the clustering results on the protein sequence data. In all three data subsets, SSAW was the best. Table 7Comparison of the cluster results on protein data setProtein-DataModelF-scorePrecisionRecallHOG100SSAW0.76510.74970.8001HOG100WFV0.58740.56870.6382HOG100$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Table [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"} shows the classification results generated using these three methods on protein data sets. Using accuracy for performance measurement, SSAW was the best on two data sets (HOG200 and HOG300), while $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$K_{2}^{*}$\end{document}$ performed best on the other data (HOG100). Using F-score, SSAW was best on HOG300 and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$K_{2}^{*}$\end{document}$ was the best on the other two data subsets. Generally speaking, SSAW and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$K_{2}^{*}$\end{document}$ were quite competitive in this experiment, while WFV generated inferior results. Table [9](#Tab9){ref-type="table"} shows the running time in clustering and classification on protein datasets. In all protein data sets and two applications, SSAW outperformed the other two methods overwhelmingly. WFV was the runner up, while $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$K_{2}^{*}$\end{document}$ could not compete on this dataset. Table 8Comparison of the classification results on protein dataDataModelAccuracyF-scorePrecisionRecallHOG100SSAW0.81580.62740.62250.6644HOG100WFV0.67410.50920.50120.5518HOG100$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$K_{2}^{*}$\end{document}$0.80980.63080.59830.6670Table 9Running time for clustering and classification on protein datasets. The fold improvement from the a given method to the proposed SSAW is listed inside the parenthesisProtein-dataModelsTotal clusteringTotal classificationtimetimeHOG100SSAW0.16380.1262HOG100WFV5.5554(34)0.4164(3)HOG100$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Taken together, we can make a few notes on working with protein datasets: (1) SSAW generally has the best performance on clustering and classification using the protein datasets. (2) SSAW also has the fastest running time. (3) The $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$K_{2}^{*}$\end{document}$ was better than WFV on some cases, however, the required execution time was higher than that of WFV. (4) For WFV, the running time was second to SSAW, however, the accuracy was not as good. Overall, it appears that, when the alphabet size is increasing, the proposed SSAW method with its initial stage of mapping the *k*-mers to complex numbers based on the unit circle, produces superior results than the state-of-art.

### Simulated data {#Sec19}

Table [10](#Tab10){ref-type="table"} shows the results for clustering using the simulated datasets. We can see from Table [10](#Tab10){ref-type="table"}, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$K_{2}^{*}$\end{document}$ is the best one among these three methods. Comparing SSAW to WFV, WFV is slightly better than SSAW, although their performance numbers are quite close. Table 10Comparison of the clustering results on simulated datasetModelF-scorePrecisionRecallSSAW0.81510.80850.8467WFV0.82110.80560.8587$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Table [11](#Tab11){ref-type="table"} compares the classification results of these three methods using the simulated data. WFV is the best one among the three. SSAW is second, performing better than $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Table [12](#Tab12){ref-type="table"} describes the running times for these three methods on simulated data. Comparing three models, SSAW was the fastest. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$K_{2}^{*}$\end{document}$ is the slowest in clustering. For clustering, the running times for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$K_{2}^{*}$\end{document}$ and WFV were respectively, 18 and 15 times slower, than those of SSAW. In classification, the running time of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$K_{2}^{*}$\end{document}$ and WFV were 11 and 2 times slower, respectively. Table 12Running time for three methods on clustering and classification using simulated dataModelsTotal clusteringTotal classificationtimetimeSSAW0.06320.0810WFV0.9288(15)0.9313(11)$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Combining the performance and speed, we can note the following with respect to the simulated data: (1) SSAW and WFV can be recommended methods for clustering. The running time of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$K_{2}^{*}$\end{document}$ is relatively high -- 18 times more than SSAW and 1.2 times more than WFV. (2) For classification, SSAW is a good choice, with competitive performance and the fastest running time. WFV is the most accurate method, however, it has longer running time (11 times more than SSAW, and 5.4 times more than $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Considering the three types of data used in the experiments, and the two applications considered, we can draw some overall conclusions. Table [13](#Tab13){ref-type="table"} summarizes the overall results of our analysis. Table 13Recommended methods for clustering and classification given three datasets. Model inside parentheses is competitiveDataClusterClassificationDNASSAWWFV(SSAW)ProteinSSAWSSAWSimulatedSSAW(WFV)SSAW

Discussion {#Sec20}
==========

The proposed SSAW is inspired by the work WFV reported in \[[@CR41]\]. In Bao et al.'s work \[[@CR41]\], WFV was compared to five state-of-the-art methods, namely, *k*-tuple \[[@CR4], [@CR30]\], DMK \[[@CR31]\], TSM \[[@CR36]\], AMI \[[@CR29]\] and CV \[[@CR32]\] on DNA data set. WFV demonstrated overwhelming superiority over each of these methods. Because the proposed SSAW are better than WFV in clustering on each of the three types of data considered, we can expect that SSAW will have competitive (if not better) performance (with respect to both accuracy and speed) when compared against these five state-of-the-art methods. Classification performance was not examined in the original Bao et al.'s work \[[@CR41]\].
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                \begin{document}$K_{2}^{*}$\end{document}$ method was compared to over 9 other alignment-free algorithms, especially, those that consider sequences in a pairwise manner (such as the general *D*~2~-family). The $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$K_{2}^{*}$\end{document}$ was shown to outperform most of the methods in this category. Thus, we expect that the relative performance of the proposed SSAW method over $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$K_{2}^{*}$\end{document}$ gives us an idea on how it will perform when compared with the *D*~2~-family, and other methods investigated in \[[@CR18]\].

SSAW generally outperformed WFV with respect to accuracy, and the F-score measure. The performance improvement of SSAW over WFV can be attributed to two key factors: (1) the use of the stationary discrete wavelet transform which is able to keep information better during the transformation process than the standard discrete wavelet transform used in \[[@CR41]\]; (2) The use of an improved representation for the *k*-mers, based on the initial mapping to complex numbers using the unit circle, before performing the wavelet transformation.

For clustering, SSAW outperformed $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$K_{2}^{*}$\end{document}$ needs to compare sequences pair by pair, SSAW and WFV do not need to compare two sequences in a pairwise manner. Rather, they generate a series of numbers to represent all sequences together which are then transformed into a feature vector. Hence, these two wavelet-based methods are more suitable for clustering than $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Comparing WFV and SSAW in classification on DNA sequences, for short sequence (less than 1000 bp), SSAW produced better results. SSAW was slower on DNA classification which had relatively longer sequences (i.e, DNA data with an average sequence length of 1495 bp). It appears that SSAW is not suitable for long sequences, from a small alphabet. However, for larger alphabets, such as protein sequences (with an average sequence length of 497 bp), SSAW showed superior performance over both WFV and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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SSAW did not perform well in generating the phylogenetic tree and in evaluating functionally related regulatory sequences. This is not too surprising, given the observed performance of WFV on these problems (see \[[@CR18]\] for comparison with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$K_{2}^{*}$\end{document}$).

The distance measurement used in SSAW is based on the simple Eucliean distance between two vectors. Luczak et al. \[[@CR5]\] provided a recent comprehensive survey using different statistics to evaluate sequence similarity in alginment-free methods. After studying over 30 statistics (more than 10 basic measurements and their combinations), Luczak et al. \[[@CR5]\] showed that simple single statistics are sufficient in alignment-free *k*-mer based similarity measurement. The Eucliean distance approach used in this work is thus just one approach to the distance measurement. Certainly, other distance measures, such as the earth mover distance, can be considered to further improve the proposed SSAW approach. Similarly, classification and clustering were performend using simple algorithms. Further improvement may be realized with more sophisticated analysis methods, e.g., using random forests for classification.

One of the main advantages of SSAW is the running time. SSAW is much faster than the other two methods, showing orders of magnitude improvement in execution time, while maintaining competitive (if not better) accuracy. Considering the huge volumes of data involved in most modern applications, and the rate at which these datasets are being generated, the rapid processing speed of alignment-free methods becomes a key factor. The proposed SSAW provides very rapid processing, without an undue loss in accuracy. This makes SSAW an attractive approach in most practical scenarios.

Conclusions {#Sec21}
===========

A new alignment-free model for similarity assessment is proposed. We call it SSAW -- Sequence Similarity Analysis using the Stationary Discrete Wavelet Transform. Three types of data are used in the study, DNA sequences, protein sequences, and simulated next-generation sequences. Two different applications, clustering and classification are considered. Compared with state-of-the-art methods, WFV, and *K*~2~∗, the proposed SSAW demonstrated competitive performance (accuracy, F-score, precision, and recall) both in clustering and classification. It also exhibited faster running times compared with the other methods. These make SSAW a practical approach to rapid sequence analysis, suitable for dealing with rapidly increasing volumes of sequence data required in most modern biological applications.

AMI

:   Average mutual information model which is proposed in paper \[[@CR29]\]

CPU

:   Central processing unit

CV

:   A method which is proposed in paper \[[@CR32]\]

CWT

:   Continuous wavelet transformation

DNA

:   Deoxyribonucleic acid

DMK

:   Distance measure based on *k*-tuples model which is proposed in paper \[[@CR31]\]

DWT

:   Discrete wavelet transform

FFT

:   Fast fourier transformation

FN

:   False negative

FP

:   False positive

GHz

:   Giga-Hertz

GB

:   Gigabyte

MATLAB

:   A software package which is developed by Mathworks Inc, Natick, MA, USA, <https://www.mathworks.com/>

MRF

:   Markov Random Field (MRF)

PBIL

:   PBIL is abbreviation of PRABI-Lyon-Gerland. It is the protein database which is created in January 1998, which is located at the institute of Biology and Chemistry of Proteins IBCP <ftp://pbil.univ-lyon1.fr/pub/hogenom/release_06/>

RAM

:   Random access memory

SBARS

:   Spectral-based approach for repeats search method which is proposed in paper \[[@CR42]\]

SSAW

:   Sequence Similarity Analysis method based on the stationary discrete Wavelet transform

SWT

:   Stationary wavelet transform

TN

:   True negative

TP

:   True positive

TSM

:   Three symbolic sequences model which is proposed in paper \[[@CR36]\]

WFV

:   Wavelet-base feature vector model which is proposed in paper \[[@CR41]\]
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